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Abstract: We propose how to achieve synthetic  sym-
metry in optomechanicswithout using any activemedium.
We find that harnessing the Stokes process in such a
system can lead to the emergence of exceptional point
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(EP), i.e., the coalescing of both the eigenvalues and the
eigenvectors of the system. By encircling the EP, both non-
reciprocal optical amplification and chiralmode switching
can be achieved. As a result, our synthetic  -symmetric
optomechanics works as a topological optomechanical
amplifier. This provides a surprisingly simplified route to
realize  -symmetric optomechanics, indicating that a
wide rangeofEPdevices canbecreatedandutilized for var-
ious applications such as topological optical engineering
and nanomechanical processing or sensing.

Keywords: cavity optomechanics; chirality; topological
amplification.

1 Introduction
Unconventional effects of exceptional points (EPs), i.e.,
non-Hermitian spectral degeneracies at which the eigen-
values and their eigenvectors coalesce, as revealed in
recent years [1–26], have radically changed our under-
standing of complex systems and led to important applica-
tions. Novel EP devices have been fabricated and utilized
for realizing,e.g.,ultra-sensitivemetrology [27–30], single-
mode lasing [31–34], loss-induced transparency [35, 36],
and wireless power transfer [37, 38]. In particular, EP-
enabled exotic topological effects have attracted intense
interests [39–43], such as non-Hermitian skin effect
[43–46], topologicalenergy transfer [47,48],andasymmet-
ric mode switching [49–56], providing new opportunities
for such a wide range of fields as synthetic photonics and
topological physics [59–61]. However, due to the accumu-
lation of dissipations in topological operations, as far as
we know, topological amplifier which works as a key ele-
ment in practical application has remained a challenge as
topological EP devices till now.

In this work, we propose how to achieve synthetic
 symmetry and topological amplifier in optomechanics
[57, 58, 62], without the need of any active medium. We
find that the optomechanical Stokes processes can be har-
nessed to compensate the optical losses and thus realize
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 symmetry in such a passive system [34, 63] without
complexities, such as fabricating gain materials in active
systems [1, 12, 64]. As another merit, topological optical
amplifications can be realized here by simply tuning the
optical modes rather than steering the acoustic modes [47]
or designingmaterials withmodulated structures [48–56].
Our work confirms that optomechanical systems can serve
asapowerful tool toobserveandutilize various topological
EP effects.

In comparison with the previous works for the EP, our
scheme owns significant differences as follows. First of
all, in our work there exists an optical gain with a tun-
able center frequency as the special character of cavity
optomechanics via a tunable frequency of the pump field.
It is beyond the traditional gain processes, especially for
the one in cavity optomechanics [34], where the center fre-
quency of gain cannot be tuned for the certain frequency of
thepumpfield. Secondly, different fromthepreviousworks
for topological energy transfer in waveguides [48–56] or
optomechanical phonon modes [47], which are limited
by the accumulation of dissipations, our work illustrates
that the dissipation accumulation can be overcome by
employing the time-dependent gain with a tunable cen-
ter frequency from the Stokes processes. Thirdly, contrary
to the path-dependent topological dynamics with waveg-
uides, where these fabricated optical systems lose their
tunability, our optical system is time-dependent, and thus
feasible tosimulate the topologicaldynamicswithdifferent
trajectories and topological properties. Finally, different
from the previous work for energy transfer [47], where the
effective two-level structure of phonon modes limits its
application on the topological amplifier, our system ben-
efits from the configuration of micro-toroidal resonators.
This configuration leads to forward and backward trans-
missions taking different physical dynamics, and enables
our system to work as a topological amplifier.

2 Synthetic  symmetric
optomechanics

We start by considering a passive optomechanical system
as shown in Figure 1(a), where a micro-toroidal optome-
chanical resonator (MOR) evanescently couples to a pas-
sivemicro-toroid resonator (PMR) [34, 63]. This system can
be described in the simplest level by the Hamiltonian

H = p2
2m + 1

2m𝜔
2
mq

2 − 𝜒qa†
↺
a↺ + Hc, (1)

where q andp are position andmomentumoperators of the
vibrationalmode, respectively. The vibrationalmode takes

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 1: Synthetic  symmetry in a passive optomechanical
system without gain materials. (a) Two resonators, denoted by MOR
and PMR, are evanescently coupled with each other and also
coupled with optical fibers. A blue-detuned pump is input at the port
1 and the probe field enters from the ports 1 and 3. (b) In the pro-
pagation direction of the pump, the low-frequency probe acquires
an effective gain from the pump via the Stokes process. (c) The
eigenfrequency Re [𝜔] and its linewidth Im [𝜔] are the functions of
the detuningΩ for different values of the pump power Pd.

an effectivemassm and an eigenfrequency𝜔m. The optical
mode a↺ in MOR couples to the vibrational mode via a
radiation pressure coupling𝜒 . Optical mode a↺ is counter
clockwise at frequency 𝜔a, which is driven (detected) by a
pump (probe) field with frequency 𝜔d (𝜔p) and amplitude√
2𝜅asd (

√
2𝜅asa↺ ) frominputport 1,while theopticalmode

c↻ of PMR in clockwise at frequency 𝜔c is only detected
by a probe field with frequency𝜔p and amplitude

√
2𝜅csc↻

from input port 3. In the rotating frame at frequency 𝜔d,
the Hamiltonian for the cavities is given by

Hc∕ℏ = Δaa
†
↺
a↺ +Δcc

†
↻
c↻ + g

(
a†
↺
c↻ + H.c.

)

+ i
√
2𝜅asd

(
a†
↺
− a↺

)

+ i
√
2𝜅asa↺

(
a†
↺
e−iΩt − H.c.

)

+ i
√
2𝜅csc↻

(
c†
↻
e−iΩt − H.c.

)
, (2)

where a↺
(
a†
↺

)
and c↻

(
c†
↻

)
are the annihilation (cre-

ation) operators of MOR and PMR, respectively.Ω = 𝜔p −
𝜔d (Δi=a,c = 𝜔i −𝜔d) is the detuning between the fixed
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probe field (cavity modes) and the tunable pump field.
g is the evanescent coupling between MOR and PMR.
si =

√
Pi∕ℏ𝜔i is governed by power Pi for i = p, a↺, c↻,

and 𝜅a(c) is the decay rate for mode a↺ (c↺).
In the blue-sideband regime (Ω ≃ − 𝜔m), by employ-

ing the mean-value equations for Hamiltonian (1) and
eliminating the vibrational mode, we obtain the effective
mean-value equations for optical modes in the frequency
domain as [65, 66]

−iΩa↺ = −(𝜅eff + iΔeff)a↺ − igc↻ +
√
2𝜅asa↺ ,

−iΩc↻ = −(𝜅c + iΔc)c↻ − iga↺ +
√
2𝜅csc↻ ,

(3)

where the effective detuning and gain are, respectively,

Δeff = 𝛽𝜔m sin 𝜃∕|Ωm|+Δa − 𝜒qs∕ℏ (4)

and
𝜅eff = 𝜅a − 𝛽𝜔m cos 𝜃∕|Ωm| (5)

with Ωm = 𝛾m∕2− i(Ω+𝜔m), 𝛽 = 𝜒qs∕(2ℏ), ei𝜃 = Ωm∕
|Ωm|, and qs being the steady-state position [65]. The
effective detuning Δeff can be adjusted by mean photon
number via the optomechanical interaction. As sketched
in Figure 1(b), the Stokes photons are created at fre-
quency 𝜔p ≃ 𝜔d −𝜔m by emitting phonons at frequency
𝜔m, resulting in an effective gain 𝜅eff for the probe field.
This provides a naturalway to reach the gain–loss balance
or symmetry,which is fundamentallydifferent fromthe
previousworks using activematerials [31–33], tunable dis-
sipation in passive cavities [34], andmodulated structures
[48–56].

In the adiabatic limit, the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian
of optical modes a↺ and c↻ for Eq. (3) can be written in a
time-dependent manner [12, 65]

Heff(t) =
(
Δeff(t)− i𝜅eff(t) g

g Δc − i𝜅c

)
, (6)

which has the eigenmodes

||𝜓±(t)
⟩
= (−i𝜆(t)±

√
1− 𝜆(t)2) ||a↺

⟩
+ ||c↻

⟩
, (7)

and the eigenvalues

𝜔 = 𝜔± = V(t)∕2± g
√
1− 𝜆(t)2. (8)

Here
V(t) = Δeff +Δc − i(𝜅eff + 𝜅c), (9)

and
𝜆(t) =

[
𝜅eff(t)− 𝜅c + i(Δeff(t)−Δc)

]
∕2g. (10)

||a↺
⟩

and ||c↻
⟩

denote optical modes a↺ and c↻,
respectively.

The topological features of Hamiltonian (6) can be
identified from the complex eigenvalues (8) versus detun-
ing Ω with different pump power Pd as plotted in
Figure 1(c). Two independentorangecircles (Pd = 140mW)
are gradually melting into a big green circle (Pd = 151 mW)
with the increase of the pump power Pd. It is the larger
pump power Pd that provides a larger effective gain and
ensures the EP to be enclosed in closed circles. In addi-
tion, topological features can also be identified from the
Riemann surface in Figure 2.

3 Topological engineering around
EPs

To describe the topological dynamics around the EP, we
need to acquire the effective scattering matrix of Hamilto-
nian (6) at first.

We assume an evolution trajectory consisting of N
short sections, where the scattering matrix regarding the
section k is given by

Ueff
k = exp[−i(𝛿Δ∕2− i𝛿𝜅∕2)T0]

∗
⎛
⎜⎜⎝

cos 𝜆T02 − 𝜂 sin 𝜆T02 −2ig
𝜆

sin 𝜆T02
−2ig
𝜆

sin 𝜆T02 cos 𝜆T02 + 𝜂 sin 𝜆T02

⎞
⎟⎟⎠
(11)

with
⎧
⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

𝜆 =
√
4g2 + (𝛿Δ− i𝛿𝜅)2,

𝜂 = i𝛿Δ+ 𝛿𝜅
𝜆

,

𝛿Δ = Δeff[(k − 1)T0]−Δc,

𝛿𝜅 = 𝜅eff[(k − 1)T0]− 𝜅c,

(12)

where T0 is the evolution time for each section.
The corresponding total scattering matrix can be writ-

ten as
U = ΠN

k=1U
eff
k , (13)

which shows that the amplification of the transmission
field is determined by the time-dependent net gain 𝛿𝜅 via
the Stokes processes, and the time-dependent evolution
mode |𝜓(t)⟩ can be expressed as

|𝜓(t)⟩ = U|𝜓(t = 0)⟩, (14)

with an initial mode |𝜓(t = 0)⟩ for the time t = 0.
Next, to illustrate the NATs in the topological dynam-

ics of our system, we simulate the evolution trajectories
for topological operations in counter-clockwise (CCW) and
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 2: Energy dynamics Re [𝜔] and their trajectories with chirality follow the loops of topological operations with EP. (a and d) Loops of
the topological operation, where the topological trajectories start from the initial eigenmodes plotted in the following panels. (b and e)
Initial eigenmode |𝜓+(t = 0)⟩ and (c and f ) initial eigenmode |𝜓−(t = 0)⟩ in the parameter spaces of the eigenenergy Re [𝜔], effective
detuningΔeff and decay rate 𝜅eff . Arcs with arrows represent the topological operation directions in CCW (dashed red) and CW (solid blue).
Here, eigenenergies for eigenmodes |𝜓+⟩ and |𝜓−⟩ are plotted in orange and blue. Parameters for simulations are T = 0.01 ms,
𝜔m∕2𝜋 = 51.8 MHz, 𝛾m∕2𝜋 = 41 kHz,m = 20 ng,Δc = −𝜔m, g∕2𝜋 = 5 MHz, 𝜅∕2𝜋 = 5 MHz, 𝜅c = 𝜅a = 𝜅, 𝜆 = 390 nm, 𝜒∕2𝜋 = 12 × 1018ℏ
[8, 34, 63, 68].

clockwise (CW) following the scattering matrix (13) with
N = 4000 in Figure 2.

Figure 2 indicates some trajectories between two
eigenenergy surfaces in the parameter space as shown
in Figure 2(c and e). These trajectories from the unsteady
eigenmode |𝜓+⟩ to thesteadyone |𝜓−⟩are regardingNATs.
TheNATswill appearwhen the topological operation times
is longer than thecoherence timesof theopticalmodes [67].
Therefore, NATs enable topology-dependent energy trans-
fers and own chiral properties in the dynamical encircling
of the EP in the parameter space.

More specifically, our system is dominated by loss
(|𝜅eff| < 𝜅). When the high energy surface is in |𝜓+⟩
(Δeff > Δc), the high energy eigenmode |𝜓+⟩, following
the topological operations in CCW [see Figure 2(a)], will
decay to its steady eigenmode |𝜓−⟩ as in Figure 2(c). That
is a traditional transition regarding dissipations. In con-
trast, when high energy surface is in |𝜓−⟩ (Δeff < Δc),
the low energy eigenmode |𝜓+⟩, following the topological
operations in CW [see Figure 2(d)], will decay to the high
energy eigenmode |𝜓−⟩ as in Figure 2(e). That works as the

counterintuitive NAT from the low energy surface to the
high one. This counterintuitive transition, resulting from
detuning (Δeff −Δc < 0), ensures the steady eigenmode
with a higher eigenenergy as in Eq. (8).

The eigenenergy surface in Figure 2 also indicates that
the EP of synthetic  symmetric optomechanics can be
induced by the effective gain from Stokes processes via
radiation pressure coupling. This effective gain takes tun-
able frequency for the radiation pressure coupling. That
is different from the traditional gain methods based on
rare-earth-doped gain media [10, 28, 31–33] and stim-
ulated Brillouin processes [17], where the effective gain
is limited by the frequencies of optical modes and gain
materials. Moreover, in comparison to the conventional
ideas induced by the coupling strength [8, 9] and the loss
[5, 36, 69], our system provides an alternative way to
observe  -symmetric breaking with the effective gain.

To illustrate the nontrivial topological properties of
our system, we have to introduce the topological number.
Here, we can define the topological number as vorticity 𝜈
in Ref. [70].
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According to Ref. [70], to show the topological invari-
ant of the topological operations, we use the invariant
vorticity 𝜈 for eigenenergies 𝜔± in the complex-energy
plane as

𝜈(𝛼) = − 1
2𝜋∮

𝛼

▿k arg[𝜔+(k)−𝜔−(k)]dk,

where 𝛼 is a closed loop in the complex-energy plane, and
k = Ω (k = Pd) is for the fixed pump field Pd (detuningΩ).
This equation shows that the EP is (is not) enclosed in the
loops of the complex-energy plane for 𝜈 = ±0.5 (𝜈 = 0).
Then we can obtain the red dash curves and the solid blue
one in Figure 2, corresponding to 𝜈 = 0.5 and 𝜈 = −0.5,
respectively. In addition, it is worthy to point out that the
topological feature canalsobeobserved fromthe linewidth
and eigenenergy of the eigenmodes in Figure 1(c), where
two independent orange circles (Pd = 140 mW) for eigen-
modes will melt into a big green curve (Pd = 151 mW) by
increasing the pump power.

4 Numerical simulation and
discussion

In this section, we demonstrate our synthetic  sym-
metric system to work as a topological amplifier with
numerical simulations.

4.1 Topological energy transfer
To illustrate topological energy transfer and its chiral
properties, we plot the trajectories for the loops of topo-
logical operations enclosing an EP in CW and CCW as in
Figure 2.

When the EP is enclosed in the loops of topological
operations, we assume the topological operation time T
to be long enough in accomplishment of a single NAT.
In this case, topological trajectories for different initial
eigenmodes depend on the topological operation direc-
tion and own chirality. For example, only the initial mode
|𝜓+(t = 0)⟩ [|𝜓−(t = 0)⟩] evolving along the Riemann sur-
face in CCW (CW) can be transferred to |𝜓−(t = T)⟩ ≃
|𝜓+(t = 0)⟩ as in Figure 2(b) [|𝜓+(t = T)⟩ ≃ |𝜓−(t = 0)⟩ as
in Figure 2(f)]. Otherwise, the optical mode will return to
its initial mode |𝜓+(t = T)⟩ ≃ |𝜓+(t = 0)⟩ as in Figure 2(c)
[|𝜓−(t = T)⟩ ≃ |𝜓−(t = 0)⟩ as in Figure 2(e)] since the
NAT process blocks the eigenmodes swapping along the
Riemann surface. As a result, topological energy transfer

between twoopticalmodes canbeachieved, taking the fea-
ture of chirality. The above topological energy transfer and
chirality can also be understood from the combination of
the unsteady and steady eigenmodes, similar to the results
characterized experimentally [49, 50, 54–56]. Due to this
reason, this chirality canbe switchedoffby further increas-
ing the topological operation time T [65], as predicted in
Ref. [12].

4.2 Topological amplification
The topological energy transfer mentioned above inspires
us to achieve time-dependent topological optomechani-
cal amplification for optical probe pulses with tunable
topological properties by designing loops enclosing EP
with large enough gain in the parameter space. There-
fore, we will use probe pulses to illustrate the time-
dependent topological optomechanical amplification as
follows.

To quantify the performance of time-dependent topo-
logical optomechanical amplification under the influence
of the probe field frequency, we plot transmission spectra
for probe pulses in Figure 3 with the scattering matrix (13)
and experimentally achievable parameters [8, 34, 63, 68],
which ensures the largest effective gain for simulation
to be 𝜅eff∕2𝜋 ≃ −7.1 MHz [65] with the pump power
Pd = 180 mW. Then the features of tunability, chirality,
and topology can be illustrated from the transmissions
in the topological dynamics with and without the EP for
different values of vorticity number 𝜈 [65, 70, 71] as eluci-
dated below. In the following, we assume the input probe
pulses at ports 1(2) and 3(4) are in forward transmission
eigenmodes |𝜓±(t = 0)⟩ of the system [49, 50, 54–56].

WhenEP is not encircled by the trajectories of topolog-
ical operations (𝜈 = 0), the topological operations can be
accomplished within the coherence time in the adiabatic
limit, as mentioned by the traditional adiabatic theory
[66]. This means that our system can evolve along the
eigenenergy surface |𝜓±⟩ and return to its initial modes
|𝜓±(t = T)⟩ = |𝜓±(t = 0)⟩without the NAT processes (see
Figure S5 in [65]). In other words, no chirality exists in the
transmissions as in Figure 3(a), where all the transmission
spectra for topological operations in CCW and CW share
the same value Tmn ≤ −12 dB since the loss dominates the
system in this case.

On the other hand, when EP is enclosed by the tra-
jectories of topological operations (𝜈 = ±0.5), the chiral
amplification of the energy can be found from the spectra
difference between the forward transmissions T+− (T−+)
and T−− (T++), which are input from ports \{1, 3\} and out-
put at ports \{2, 4\}. Specifically, only the transmissionT+−
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Transmission spectra Tmn from the input eigenmode of forward transmissions |𝜓m(t = 0)⟩ to the output eigenmode |𝜓n(t = T )⟩
withm,n = ±. Different topological dynamics is sorted via invariant vorticity 𝜈. (a) Reciprocal transmission spectra Tmn for trival topological
dynamics in CCW and CW (𝜈 = 0) without the EP for the topological operation time of T = 0.1 μs withΔeff∕Δc ∈ {0.9,0.92} and
𝜅eff∕𝜅c ∈ {0.15,0.3} [65]; (b and c) Non-reciprocal transmission spectra Tmn for nontrival topological dynamics encircling the EP in (b) CCW
(𝜈 = 0.5) and (c) CW (𝜈 = −0.5) with T = 1 𝜇s,Δeff∕Δc ∈ {0.9, 1.1} and 𝜅eff∕𝜅c ∈ {−1.2,0.3} [65]. The transmission spectra are
characterized with Tmn = ⟨𝜓m(t = 0)|𝜓n(t = T )⟩. Detuning 𝛿 is the deviation frequency between the real probe pulses and the ideal ones at
frequency𝜔p, and vorticity number 𝜈 is a topological invariant [65, 70, 71]. The effective parameters satisfy the approximate conditions of
the theoretical derivations in supplemental materials [65]. Other parameters take the same values as in Figure 2.

(T−+) from the initial eigenmode |𝜓+(t = 0)⟩ (|𝜓−(t = 0)⟩)
to the final eigenmode |𝜓−(t = T)⟩ (|𝜓+(t = T)⟩) in CCW
(CW) can be amplified, as indicated by the solid lines in
Figure 3(b and c). Otherwise, the transmission T−− (T++)
from the initial eigenmode |𝜓−(t = 0)⟩ (|𝜓+(t = 0)⟩) to the
final eigenmode |𝜓−(t = T)⟩ (|𝜓+(t = T)⟩) in CCW (CW)
will be suppressed by the NAT processes due to the com-
bination of gain and loss, see the curves in Figure 2(c and
e). That is to say, the chirality regarding the dynamical
enclosing of an EP implies that the final eigenmodes are
only determined by the directions of the topological opera-
tions in CCW and CW, and the amplification (suppression)
of the initial modes depends on the directions of the topo-
logical operations, see red (dark blue) curves in Figure 3(b
and c). Nevertheless, these amplifications would be less
than the ones in numerical simulations for the limita-
tion of saturation of Stokes processes [34], while the ratios
of amplification of optical modes in output probe pulses
will keep in a constant, since the output probe pulses are
always the eigenmodes of the system.

According to the above discussion, our topological
amplification (𝜈 ≠ 0) results from the accumulation of
the gain and loss via NAT processes. The NAT processes
lead to our topological amplification beyond the adiabatic
condition. Therefore, the shortest time for our topological
operation is the time tofinisha singleNAT, i.e., constrained
by both the loss and the effective gain.

4.3 Robustness of the topological
amplification

Now we will demonstrate the robustness of the topologi-
cal amplificationwithdifferent initialmodes by simulating
the fidelity of the final mode |𝜓(t = T)⟩ = |𝜓±⟩ with dif-
ferent initial mode |𝜓(t = 0)⟩ = cos 𝜃|c↻⟩+ ei𝜙 sin 𝜃|a↺⟩
in Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows, when topological operations do not
contain an EP, the initial mode is the same as the final one.
It is due to the adiabatic condition. It can be identified from
the oscillations of fidelities (see dotted curves). In particu-
lar, this result can be easily followedwhen the initialmode
is in |a↺⟩. In this case, the final mode is independent of
the initial angle 𝜙 and takes a constant fidelity of 0.5 (see
dotted curves in green). On the other hand, when the topo-
logical operations contain an EP, the final modes must be
the eigenmodes (see solid lines). We can select the eigen-
modes via the evolution directions in CCW and CW (see
Section 4.2). These phenomena can also be understood as
the robustness original from topological properties.

4.4 Topological amplifier
To show our systemworking as a topological amplifier, we
have to demonstrate the above topological optomechan-
ical amplification owning the feature of nonreciprocity.
The backward transmissions, which are input from ports
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: The fidelity of different topological operations in (a) CCW and (b) CW with different initial states. Here, solid lines represent
topological amplification of the nontrival topological operations with an EP in (a) CCW (𝜈 = 0.5) and (b) CW (𝜈 = −0.5), while the dotted
curves illustrate the trival topological operations without and EP in CCW and CW (𝜈 = 0). Parameters in the simulations are
𝜔m∕2𝜋 = 51.8 MHz, 𝛾m∕2𝜋 = 41 kHz,m = 20 ng,Δc = −𝜔m, g∕2𝜋 = 5 MHz, 𝜅∕2𝜋 = 5 MHz, 𝜅c = 𝜅a = 𝜅, 𝜆 = 390 nm, 𝜒∕2𝜋 = 12 × 1018ℏ,
and the topological operation times are T = 10 μs for (a and b) and T = 4.1 μs for (c and d). Other parameters take the same values as in
Figure 2.

\{2, 4\} and output at ports \{1, 3\}, are denoted by the
dashed lines in Figure 3(b and c) with the same input
probe pulses as the forward transmission. Since the back-
ward optical modes a↻ and c↺ decouple from the forward
ones a↺ and c↻, the optical mode a↻ takes a certain decay
rate 𝜅a and an effective detuning Δeff [65]. It implies that
dissipations regarding the backward transmissions only
depend on the topological operation time T, irrelevant
to the input eigenmodes and the direction of topologi-
cal operations. Therefore, the backward transmissions in
CCW and CW share the same value of Tmn = −272.9 dB
for the same topological operation time, see the dashed
lines in Figure 3(b and d). Here, the transmission values of
Tmn are the ones for output pulses projected on the eigen-
modes when the topological operations are finished. As
probe pulses suffer from long time dissipation, the output
probe pulses would be too small to be detected, and the
nonreciprocal transmissions can be realized in this way.

Moreover, these final output probe pulses in Figure 3
are insensitive to thedetuning𝛿. It is due to the fact that the
final output probe pulsesmust be in one of the eigenmodes
of the system, determined by the initial parameters of the
pump field and selected by the direction of the topological
operation.

As a result, our proposed synthetic  symmetric
optomechanics working as the topological optomechan-
ical amplifier is feasible using current laboratory tech-
nologies [34, 63]. This optomechanical amplifier is based
on the effective gain from the pump field, which opens a

new way to overcome the low efficiency transmission due
to the loss accumulation [49, 50, 54–56]. Compared with
Ref. [34] involving a certain gain from the certain pump
field, our scheme is based on a time-dependent pump field
and the tunable gain enables the optical amplification
with topological properties. Therefore, the accumulation
of dissipations for time-dependent topological operations
[56] can be overcome in this way. Moreover, our topolog-
ical amplifier owns features of tunability, chirality, and
topology, which are unattainable from the conventional
Hermitian Hamiltonian devices [72–75]. In addition, the
optical gain can be enhanced by increasing the time for
topological operations via the effective gain [65], and the
chirality can be switched off by increasing the topological
operation time. Since the final eigenmodes in our system
must be in a steady eigenmode |𝜓−(t = T)⟩ when all NAT
processes are finished (see Figure S3 in [65]), our system
offers the possibility to observe the predicted results of a
long time topological dynamics around the EP [12], which
overcomes the limitation of the traditional optical gain
medium [1].

5 Conclusions
We have explored how to achieve synthetic  symmetry
in passive optomechanics [34, 63]. In such a system, we
have demonstrated that topological dynamics around the
EP can be selected and manipulated by a tunable blue-
detuned pump field via Stokes processes from radiation
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pressure coupling, resulting in a topological amplifier. The
proposed way of creating the effective optical gain via the
blue-detuned pump field can be applied to diverse sys-
tems with similar processes, such as stimulated Brillouin
scattering [76, 77], stimulated Raman scattering [78], and
coupled nano-mechanical resonator array [79, 80]. Also,
the synthetic  symmetric optomechanics provides a
new platform to explore time-dependent non-Hermitian
dynamics [52] and topologicalphotonics,withapplications
ranging from optical communications to quantum optical
engineering.
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